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MEETING MINUTES 
NTAA STANDING MONTHLY MEETING 
July 12th, 2021  
  

NTAA Executive Committee: Primary and Alternate Representatives in Attendance 
           
Region 
1 Bill Thompson X   

Region 
6 

Craig 
Kreman X  

Region 
9 

Wilfred J. 
Nabahe X 

  Marvin Cling      Maxine Paul X      
Region 
2 

Angela 
Benedict X             

  Steve Smith    
Region 
7 Billie Toledo X  

Region 
10 Carol Kriebs X 

Region 
4 Scott Hansen      

Allison 
Gienapp X    Lucas Bair X 

  Tiffany Lozada X            
Region 
5 Brandy Toft X   

Region 
8 

Randy 
Ashley X  Alaska   

  Joy Wiecks      
Linda Weeks 
Reddoor      

 
EPA Representatives and 
others  

NTAA Staff / Fiduciary 
Representatives  

Ex-Officio Members / 
Others 

Pat Childers OAR X  
Andy Bessler X 

 
Ann Marie 
Chischilly, ITEP  

Tina Ndoh OAQPS   
Dara Marks Marino X 

 
Chris Lee  
TAMS Center  

Ernie Grooms  X  
Mariah Ashley X 

 
Hayden Hardie, 
TAMS Center   X 

James Payne OAQPS   Ryan Tsingine X 
  

 
Mark Daniels X 

Jessie Mroz OTAQ   Mehrdad Khatibi X 
   

X = present on the call 
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 NTAA EC Standing Monthly Call 

Monday, July 12th, 2021 
10 am AK / 2 pm ET 

NTAA EC CAUCUS – NTAA EC, Staff and invited guests only for the first hour 
  
A. Invocation   
                                  
B. Roll Call of NTAA EC Members and Staff. EC Quorum reached. 
 
C. Approval of Associate/Principal Members Applications 

i. None at this time. 

D. Approval of the NTAA EC Meeting Notes 
i. June EC Meeting Minutes and Summary: Tabled until next EC meeting.   

E. Approval of NTFAQ Summary Report   
  

NTAA Program Coordinator: It was sent it out to EC last week for review. Draft version of the 
report. Based on the Qualtrics data of the 88 respondents of the survey sent out by ITEP there 
was an overall positive review. Some of the respondents noted that if we were going to do an in 
person NTFAQ next year that there would be some sort of hybrid platform. One for the people 
that can attend in person and one on a platform similar of open water for people that cannot 
attend in person. Some Tribes may not have the resources to attend in person, they can still be 
involved in the meeting. People liked the beading session with Mariah, over 188 Tribal 
representatives from all over the country. Chat with Pat was one of the top sessions. Based on the 
Qualtrics data people liked the online platform with 26% of respondents would prefer the online 
platform style. But overall, a good turnout. If you have any questions or edit suggestions, I would 
be happy to incorporate them into the report.  
 
NTAA EC discussed the contents of the summary report and the need for a few corrections and 
additions.  

 
Motion to accept: R1 Primary, second by R2 Primary. R7 Primary: add Table of Contents. R5 
Primary: add points that were discussed today, to feedback portion. R8 Primary: correction to 
networking session on Monday - add R8 Primary to Moms session as a facilitator. R9 abstained. 
No objections. Motion passes.  
 

F. Discussion of NTAA PAC Members 
1. Ann Marie Chischilly (AMC):  

 
NTAA EC discussed AMC’s role on the PAC and with NTAA.  
 
Motion to remove her – R9 Primary. Second – R5 Primary.  
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R8 Primary: He wanted to go on the record to say he is opposed to this entire string of reasoning. 
No reason to be so over aggressive to remove AMC. Doesn’t impact us one way or the other. On 
the record that he is opposed.  

 
R9 Primary: Nothing in record she was ever placed on the PAC. Agree it is almost moot.  

 
R7 Primary: Missed some details, abstaining.  

 
Motion passes.  

 
2. Laura McKelvey and Ted Griswold: letters were sent to both. Laura’s paperwork 

being processed, will start in next few weeks. 

  
G. Update on NTAA EC Seats 

1. Alaska: Election is open and accepting notifications. 
2. R10: Carol and Lucas reseated.  
3. R9: R9 Primary - not meeting until next week. No changes at this time. 
4. R6: R6 Primary not on call. 

  
H. Discussion of NTAA Proposed Policy Resource Kits and Policy Products 

1. Review of CAAAC Recommendations for Clean Air Act:  
 
R5 Alternate and PAC member Bill Auberle drafted recommendations; several CAAAC 
members provided recommendations and they responded. No action needed. Still under review 
by full CAAAC and will be added to larger report that they produce.  

  
2. Methane rule:  

Ian Fisher drafting comment letter reaffirming position NTAA took in 2016 when original rule 
came out. Will be before EC as a draft later this week. Comments due July 26. 

 
3. CA Tribes Task Force for Mercedes Benz Consent Decree and SEP:  

Set up call for Aug 4, talk about how to help Tribes submit own SEPs. La Jolla Band got 
approval to share his SEP with this working group. Figuring out how to work with CARB to get 
Tribes to apply for SEPs with them. Syndi Smallwood - Environmental Director for Jamul Indian 
Village - helped put together list of Tribal environmental directors in CA that we can now work 
with and will be shared with NTAA EC. 

  
4. EPA Strategic Plan  

R5 Primary: Received a draft from AEIO. New EPA strategic plan, process is quick; NTAA 
should be up on this.  

  
R9 Primary: Push for UST enforcement in Indian Country; carryover from last administration 
last year. Pushback from Tribes on it because it was during shutdowns. Be aware that this admin 
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is picking it back up. Enforcement mechanisms already in place; doesn’t make sense to create 
enforcement policies.  

 
R5 Primary: Vicki Flowers from Oneida says it is not the Tribal USTs out of compliance, it is 
the non-Tribal entities that are more of a problem. Trying to put it on Tribes is not the case.  
R5 Primary will ask her for an EC briefing.  

  
Motion to start Policy Resource Kit of EPA’s new strategic plan, get idea of what is changing or 
isn’t changing  made by R5 Primary; second by R1 Primary.  
 
No abstentions, no objections. Motion passes.   

  
5. Review of EPA Regulatory Agenda:  

18 EPA actions reviewed by NTAA PAC member Ian Fisher who reviewed regulatory agenda 
and prioritized these 18 as those that would have Tribal impacts. EC to review and approve all 
for PRKs or could go through them one by one and say yay or nay to each or could put them on a 
poll to vote on. 
  
NTAA EC discussed sending list to OAQPS for review and have chat with them to create 
partnership (see below for more info on this process). Have discussions on future EC calls about 
upcoming rules, with more detail/more notification than on policy call. NTAA staff should 
identify points of contact and question them to give something more substantive for EC. NTAA 
staff will look at the spring agenda schedule with Tina Ndoh’s OAQPS office after talking points 
and investigation completed. NTAA staff will also contact individual rule leads. 
  
   
EPA Representatives and others joined the call at 3:00 pm ET 
Pat Childers, Chuck Buckler, Ernie Grooms, Hayden Hardie, Mehrdad Khatibi, Mark Daniels, 
Craig Kreman 
  
2. NTAA/EPA UPDATES (If Needed) 

A. NTAA Updates (from first hour of call) 

B. EPA Updates 
 
Call with Peter Tsirigotis went well. Difference in how OAR control funds came out and EJ 
funds. Appreciate not putting them on the spot. Get info on what is being done with monitoring 
funds but still trying to figure out how to get info about Tribal air $ fits into the other 50 million 
(working with Matt Tejada and Danny Gogal). Letters from NTAA were bigger than Air - 
moved to administrator’s office. Still much everyone needs to learn. Monitoring funds - about 5 
bullets; EJ funds - 7 bullets. Where are there areas that air plays in, and where are there areas that 
Tribes play in? Because, there is not just going to be those areas that have the word “Tribal”, 
know, there are other areas where Tribes will benefit some form. If you look at the breakdown 
on the monitoring between the $20 and $22 million, there is Tribal projects, and the one, there’ll 
be set asides, and the other, and the EJ funds there is $1.6 billion. Make sure it isn’t too late to 
apply before Tribes know about it. 
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Strategic Plan: Changing drastically again. Adding new categories, changing wording. “Climate 
change” and “EJ” will be front and center. Good to figure out where nexus is with Tribes. New 
word: Equity (not EJ, not Tribal). Equity replacing “EJ”; can be inclusive of Tribes. Equity 
broader than EJ.  

  
Grants: Major inconsistencies in how grants are done. Trying to work with ITEP/AIAQTP to 
come up with new FAQs document. For both things that are changing as well as things that have 
been there all along. Things that should have been an indirect costs for Tribes, have not 
previously done them in indirect costs. Things that are not appropriate under 103, but should be 
under 105. For example: PPG issues - non-funded programs that are PPG eligible is a huge 
opportunity for Tribes. Need to get grants right, everyone on same page. 

 
R5 Primary: PPG with 105 and radon; didn’t want to go through PPG work and deal with hassle 
if next year it is competitive limited resource funding. What happens to our PPG when no radon 
funding? This is what started the discussion. 

 
Pat Childers (OAR): Once it becomes more public and memorialized you guys can tear it apart, 
and say, what if we did this? What if we only had one funded program? Can we keep our PPG? 
What is the match? I think you guys are pushing the grants front like you did with VW and 
DERA and I think it is going to be game changing beyond just air.  

 
R5 Primary: NTOC → RTOC in R5 is that the Administrator Regan has changed the order they 
are listing everyone - Tribes, then states and locals. NTAA will make that official change in 
future NTAA publications to read “Tribes, states and locals.”  

 
Pat Childers (OAR): I heard about this. Nice nod that he is acknowledging.  

 
R5 Primary: OAQPS was a good call. Love they reached out before official announcement. They 
shared what they could. Want to see that more often.  

 
Pat Childers (OAR): NTAA on call list and will be getting notified when things are happening. 
NTAA first then NTC.  

 
R1 Primary: That’s right, NTAA leading the way. Thank you, James Tiberius.  
  
3. NTAA PROJECT TASKS AND UPDATES 

A. Upcoming NTAA Events 
 
1. Scheduling of final NTAA EC Meeting of 2021:  

Poll determined to meet the week of August 30 via virtual platform. Will use Teams. 3-4 
hours/day Monday-Thursday. Any specific requests for meeting with Tsirigotis/OAQPS let 
NTAA Director know. Will get draft agenda out this week. 
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R5 Primary: With list of 18 rules, ARPA $, EJ, etc.: build in more time with each office for each 
discussion to get into details. Give a little more time with EPA on these issues. Need in depth 
discussions.  
 
Pat Childers (OAR): Find specific issues to ask them to present on. General update + specific 
discussions to potentially have a separate time to discuss.  
 
R5 Primary: Hybrid approach is very beneficial to the EC and the Tribes.  
  

B. Update on NTAA Work Plan Tasks 
1. TAS outreach:  

 
Completed. No further direction from EC. Last item was additional info was put onto website. 

 
2. Baseline Needs Assessment:  

 
Partnership for Air Matters set up call for July 15 at 2pm ET. The NTAA EC discussed the 
collection of data, questions, methods. 
 

3. EC Update videos:  

R5’s video still up; R6 getting ready to record later this month. Spoke with Happy Accidents to 
replace introductory video on website: possibly have separate videos: 1) features of website, how 
to navigate, 2) welcome to NTAA. Will provide info for EC review. 
 
R10 Primary: It should include all NTAA.  

  
NTAA Program Coordinator working on a new tab that archives previous monthly videos. 
Working with Lara Gamora; should be up this week. 

  
4. Mobile App: Looking to provide access to additional EPA tools 

  
B. Work Group Updates 

1. IAQ:  
We have been working with EPA on an IAQ resource directory; ITEP having Tribal indoor air 
quality resource directory training and feedback webinar on July 14 at 2pm ET. 

  
2. Wood Smoke:  

Have a couple people ready to speak; agenda is ready for July 22. 
 

3. Mobile Sources:  

DERA applications due last Friday, Jason Wilcox from OAQPS spoke on Diesel Emissions 
Qualifier. Lucita and Mark Daniels spoke about VW and potential last cycle. Dara announced 
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moving to new job - will be talking about transitioning work group. New mobile sources things 
come up every day - EV infrastructure, cleaner diesel, etc.  

  
ITEP Director: re VW/DERA: ITEP met this morning with TAC for VW. Joe Cebe wondering if 
there might be interest to have a focused conversation about Tribal DERA program, get sense for 
whether or not some effort needs to be made to go beyond what NTAA is doing. TAC for VW 
will be dissolved; interest in how can folks continue involvement, provide feedback to EPA 
about DERA program as it evolves and changes.  

 
R6 Primary: Came up on last call - resource of Mark Daniels, how that can continue once VW is 
done.  
  
4. NTAA STAFF UPDATES 

A. NTAA Staff Updates:  

NTAA Director acknowledged Dara Marks-Marino’s work, she is taking a new position; on staff 
until July 30. Talking about transitioning. NTAA staff will support NTAA best they can. Final 
year of NTAA grant starts October 1; looking at budget. Budget modification for overages, 
allocation of funds, categories within range of original allocations; indicate how BNA is 
consistent with original tasks (Task 3). 
 

B. Website Updates: No major updates 
  

C. Review of NTAA Action Item Matrix: Finishing up template presentation; invoice being 
submitted for Dana Tiger; waiting to hear back from SCTCA. 

  
5. REGIONAL AND OTHER UPDATES (If needed) 

A. CAAAC: Gillian submitting Tribal section; final opportunity for another review in 
August after the full CAAAC review. 

B. Tribal Air Monitoring Support (TAMS) Center - No major updates.  
  

C. National Tribal Caucus (NTC) – No major updates.  
  

D. ITEP: VW Settlement Technical Assistance Program - Thanks to R6 Primary for kind 
words earlier. June 30 announcements to 74 Tribes of what their allocations are; getting 
going on projects. Did webinar 2 weeks ago about how to put together project funding; 
will do another soon in the next couple of weeks.  
  

E. National Radon Action Plan – No major updates.  
  

F. AAPCA and NACAA - Sent out word of STAR; public outreach committee call 
tomorrow at 4 PM ET.  
  

G. Moms Clean Air Force - Call scheduled for tomorrow to talk about next steps. They have 
idea they want to present; will share with EC once have information on that. Want to stay 
engaged with Tribes. 
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H. Regional Updates – No major updates.  

 
Next call scheduled for August 9th.  
 

 
08/12/2021 
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